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ABSTRACT: A tunnel is closed space, and it is necessary to ensure proper sight distance of the tunnel on
all tunnel design. Moreover, if the field of view is hindered, the light-dark adaptation will significantly affect
driving safety in clear weather in the entrance of tunnel. Thus, the tunnel design that incorporates driving safety
will be required in every cases of the location if the distance of both tunnels is short. The significance of light
fluctuation in relationship for driving safety at the entrance of the tunnel of driving safety in a continuous tunnel
is expressed by using the computer aided driving simulator.
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INTRODUCTION

When driving in a tunnel, in order to enter into a dark
place from a bright place at the entrance, the situation
is not seen at all first, but gradually viewable. At the
exit, as opposed to the entrance, to exit from a bright
place to a dark place, you feel dazzling at first, but
light adaptation to recover normally occurs gradually.
In the tunnel portal, entrance lighting is installed,
in order to alleviate the delay of adaptation of the eye
immediately after entering the tunnel resulting from
a sudden luminance change of the daytime inside the
tunnel and outdoor.
However, when the tunnel is a continuous and the
distance between the portal is short, it decrease in driving safety of the driver is feared because the light-dark
adaptation is acted repeatedly.
In such the tunnel, as a measure to prevent the
repeat of the light and dark adaptation, to ensure driving safety, there is such as installing a shelter during
the portal as a measure.
However, at the design stage, the evaluation of
driving safety by light-dark adaptation is difficult
because it can’t drive the actual road.
Therefore, by comparing the simulations for case
of installing shelters and case of not installing shelters between portals of adjacent tunnels, the numerical
judgment devise without the actual driving.
This paper shows the result of the visual impact
which the light-dark adaptation which arises near a
portal has on a driver by the driving simulation, when
not installing a shelter.

Figure 1. The Scheme of Light-dark Adaptation in a tunnel
entrance.
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PRESENT CONDITION AND SUBJECT OF
DRIVING SIMULATION

In order to express the virtual smooth motion more
actually, much memory storage was required, so the
conventional simulation was difficult for solve it to
such a problem. But in recent years, the performance
of the computer is very high, and the storage device is
available at a low cost high-capacity hard disk, so the
chance of using the driving simulation for briefing of
road planning has increased because it is intelligible
instructional material.
In Japan, the studies evaluating the driving safety
by reproduced in driving-simulation road alignment
condition is performed but at present the study of
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4

CREATING OF SIMULATION DATA

The creation of numerical simulation involved the use
of 3-D modeling from topographical data, the use of
a V-R application, and lighting reproduction. These
three procedures were applied in order to create three
dimensional numerical models that realistically represented the continuous tunnels and the inherent dangers
that pose to the driver. In particular, in the “Reproduction of lighting”, it visualized the light-dark adaptation
of entrance of tunnel by reproducing the light distribution characteristic of the illumination of the lighting
luminance in tunnel and outdoor.
In particular, in the creation of this simulation,
was performed paying attention to the following.
(1) Reproducibility in consideration of the actual
way of being visible
(2) Visualization expression of light-dark adaptation

Figure 2. Proposed installation of shelter in a continuous
tunnel.

4.1 Set of texture in consideration of the
appearance of actual
(1) Input of Road alignments data:
From road alignments, enter as a 3-D data the
road alignment information such as horizontal
alignment, longitudinal gradient, and transverse
gradient etc.
(2) Input of topographical data:
To perform 3D data, enter the topographical data
by reading the topographical contour information
from the plan view.
(3) Input of the tunnel and other structures:
Creating a 3D model as a base data to simulation
by synthesizing the data was created in (1), (2),
to add the tunnel and other structure.
Figure 3. Overview of tunnel design section.

4.2 Expression of light-dark adaptation by the light
distribution characteristics
light and dark adaptation has not yet been implemented
because representation of light and dark adaptation is
difficult to software that is commercially available.
Further, the study using a virtual drive simulator
has speedily advanced PC as compared to conventional. But it is not spread out easily, because there
is challenges cost and it takes time for data creation.

3

OVERVIEW OF THE TUNNEL DESIGN

The continuous section of the tunnels is about 2.5 km.
The minimum radius of curve is as small as 300 m and
the maximum grad is about 5%. In this section, there
is a very tough alignment of the tunnel (The design
of vehicle speed: 60 km/h). Furthermore, the distance
between the entrances of tunnel is as short as 100 m or
less, so the decreases in safety of driving by light-dark
adaptation are concerned.

To perform the simulation by enter illumination,
the light distribution characteristics, and light source
characteristics.
About light distribution characteristics, it was used
the light distribution characteristic data set uniquely
on the basis of cooperation of lighting manufacturers.
As for the expression of contrast outdoor and in the
tunnel, from the video that drive through continuous
tunnels was actually taken, read the exposure value in
accordance with the changes to the brightness of the
tunnel illumination from the brightness outdoor, and
set the brightness of the image in CG software.
4.3 Relationship of video and running speed
The running speed on the driving simulator is reproduced, by setting the number of images for a certain
distance.
If the number of images is small, movement of the
simulation is unnatural, and if there is created images
of lot, movement of the simulation is natural.
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Figure 4. Input screen of the structure and topography data.
Figure 6. Driving the outdoor of the tunnel.

Figure 5. Input screen of texture.

However, since the data capacity is increased by the
increase of the number of images, it is necessary to set
up the suitable number of images.
In this plan, there was created the number of 15
images per second.

Figure 7. Near the entrance of the tunnel (the time of
maximum dark).

4.4 The other conditions
The Performance of PC for starting the drive simulation video, it is enough PC which is commercially
available (as that can be operation of the 3D game).
From Figure-6 to Figure-9 are still images of driving simulation considering of light distribution and
brightness adaptation.
In the tunnel entrance, the moment you enter the
dark tunnel from a bright place, it can be seen that the
tunnel appears darker (Figure-6, Figure-7).
During running in the tunnel, you can be confirmed
that is expressed light distribution characteristics of the
tunnel lighting device (Figure-8).
In the tunnel exit, it was able to express well of the
glare occurred, at the moment of exiting outdoor from
the tunnel (Figure-9).
5

Figure 8. Diving in the tunnel (R = 300 m).

RESULT

As a result of the verification by the driving simulation,
it is concerned over the following.
(1) It is impossible to see through to the exit of tunnel,
due to of there are many curve in tunnel. From
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this, it is felt a sense of tension during drive inside
the tunnel.
(2) Light-dark adaptation repeated changes becomes
frequent, because of tunnel is continuous and also
the distance between the entrances of tunnel is
short. For this reason, it is Inferior to visibility.
(3) Because of longitudinal gradient is tight and
speed increase is a concern, it may be sufficiently

Further, to use the simulation in design work can be
expected to take advantage of such as the following.
(1) The visualization of tunnel illumination by lightdark adaptation simulation is possible to the
arrangement the interval and number of lamp,
and verifies the appropriateness in selection of
the light source. And it is expected to utilize for
tunnel lighting equipment design.
(2) Driving simulation can use as an indicator of
selection to verify the appearance of the driver
at install the post corn and median etc.
(3) By changing the position looking at of the
observer in the model space, it is possible to verify the appearance of the structure and the road
from the animal, it can be expected that use of the
environment Research Service.
(4) It can be use as basic data in other analysis in
the tunnel design, by to input the more detail
geological information to the 3D models create
for this simulation.
(5) In the planning of road alignment, it can confirm the appearance of vertical alignment and
horizontal alignment at drive time of actual.
(6) It can be to arrange the labeling such auxiliary
panel easily visible near of the portal, because it
is able to verify the visibility.
(7) Since there is no change of landscape in the
tunnel, it is accelerated within the driver have
not notice, in the section of steep gradient. It
is possible to feel the effects by reproduce the
tunnel-wall-design in the simulation as a countermeasure.
(8) Because the shoulder width is narrowed when
in the tunnel entrance, there is a concern that
gives the psychological burden to the driver. It is
possible to lead to a solution, by to perform verification for the design of the portal and shoulder
by simulation.
(9) The information by CG, because the road plan is
easy to understand, use of the like description of
business between local residents, with the parties
concerned, is effective.

Figure 9. Near the exit of the tunnel (the time of maximum
light).

invisible to oncoming car and a front car by reason
of mentioned above. It is inferior to safety.
(4) Depending on the situation on the traffic, there is
a possibility that can be a stress factor of the driver
not only light-dark adaptation but also factor of
composite.
In this way, it can experience actual driving condition
through the driving simulation and the light-dark adaptation simulation, and evaluation of safety of driving
in design time is possible.
Through to experience visually operating conditions of actual by simulation, evaluation of driving
safety of design is possible.
In particular, upon reproduce of (2) when create
simulation, the Changes in light adaptation and dark
adaptation is different by lighting equipment, outdoor
brightness and driver, and so it has been difficult to
setting of the into numerical of quantifies.
For this reason, In this simulation creating, it have
referring to the video that was videotaped running tunnel of clear weather actually, and It has been set by
reading the temporal variation of light adaptation, dark
adaptation.
Further, it has been realized visualization of portal unit light-dark adaptation by using the own light
distribution characteristic data set by cooperation of
lighting manufacturers.

Future, it can be used as parties document consultations by performing the addition of a data.
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FUTURE SUBJECT AND PRACTICAL USE

At the design stage, it is very difficult to evaluate
the driving safety, but it can be grasps in design time
problems in driving safety by using effectively to lightdark adaptation simulation and drive simulation, it is
possible to lead to an improvement and solution.
Therefore, Building evaluation criteria of driving
safety is necessary to take into account of the problem
of light-dark adaptation and linear so that it can be
evaluated quantitatively driving safety by using this
simulation in the future.
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